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Data analysis strategies for the detection of gravitational waves in non-Gaussian noise
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In order to analyze data produced by the kilometer-scale gravitational wave detectors that will begin opera-
tion early next century, one needs to develop robust statistical tools capable of extracting weak signals from the
detector noise. This noise will likely have non-stationary and non-Gaussian components. To facilitate the
construction of robust detection techniques, I present a simple two-component noise model that consists of a
background of Gaussian noise as well as stochastic noise bursts. The optimal detection statistic obtained for
such a noise model incorporates a natural veto which suppresses spurious events that would be caused by the
noise bursts. When two detectors are present, I show that the optimal statistic for the non-Gaussian noise model
can be approximated by a simple coincidence detection strategy. For simulated detector noise containing noise
bursts, I compare the operating characteristics of~i! a locally optimal detection statistic~which has nearly
optimal behavior for small signal amplitudes! for the non-Gaussian noise model,~ii ! a standard coincidence-
style detection strategy, and~iii ! the optimal statistic for Gaussian noise.@S0556-2821~99!50312-3#

PACS number~s!: 04.80.Nn, 07.05.Kf
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The reliable detection of weak gravitational wave sign
in broad-band detector noise from kilometer-scale inter
ometers such as the Laser Interferometric Gravitatio
Wave Observatory~LIGO! @1# and VIRGO@2# is the primary
concern in developing gravitational wave data analysis st
egies. Because of the weakness of the expected gravitat
wave signals, it is critical that the detection strategy sho
be nearly optimal. However, the detector noise may not
purely stationary and Gaussian, so it is important that
detection strategy also be robust so that detections wil
reliable.

Until now, most work on the development of data analy
strategies has been limited to the case of stationary Gaus
noise, though there has been some work@3# on the creation
of vetoes that will discriminate between expected grav
tional wave signals and non-Gaussian noise bursts. Bec
the properties of the noise in the LIGO and VIRGO detect
will not be known in advance, it is difficult to assess ho
well these strategies and vetoes will perform. When real
terferometer data from the 40-m Caltech prototype is use
is found that additional vetoes are needed to deal with
abundance of false alarms arising from the non-Gaus
noise@4,5#.

In this paper, I present a simple non-Gaussian no
model, consisting of Poisson-distributed noise bursts,
represents a number of potential non-Gaussian noise sou
that may be present in future interferometers. This no
model is less naive than the usual assumptions of Gaus
noise alone, but is simple enough that many analytical res
can be obtained. By using this noise model, the robustnes
various detection strategies can be assessed. A general
duction to signal detection in non-Gaussian noise can
found in Ref.@6#. The new result in this paper is the use
the non-Gaussian noise model in examining the performa
of simple multi-detector search strategies, which will be i
portant for gravitational wave searches.

I will adopt the following notation in this paper. The de
tector output is a set ofN values that are written collectivel
as a vectorh in a N-dimensional vector spaceV. This vector
0556-2821/99/60~2!/021101~5!/$15.00 60 0211
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can be thought of as having componentshj5(h,ej ), j
P@0,N21#, which represent a time series of sample me
surements made by the detector. Here,ej is the appropriate
Cartesian basis onV and (a,b)5( i 50

N21aibi is the Cartesian
inner product. Alternatively, the vector can be expressed
the set of components$h̃2k ,h̃2k11%, kP@0,N/221#—
the real and imaginary Fourier transform compone
of $hj%. These components are given byh̃ j5(h,ẽj ),
where ẽ2k5(2/N)1/2( j 50

N21ejcos(2pjk/N) and ẽ2k11

5(2/N)1/2( j 50
N21ejsin(2pjk/N), kP@0,N/221#. Thus, the

vectors can be treated in either a time representation
frequency representation.

A natural inner product of two vectors,a and b, in this
vector space is defined as (a,Qb). The kernelQ is the in-
verse of the auto-correlation matrix,R, of the Gaussian com
ponent,nG, of the detector noise. Thus,R5^nG^ nG&, where
the angle brackets denote an average over an ensemb
realizations of detector noise. Vector norms are defined
terms of this inner product, i.e.,iai25(a,Qa), as are unit
vectors:â5a/iai .

The detector noisen consists of two components:~i! the
Gaussian componentnG ~that is always present! and ~ii ! a
possible noise burst componentnB that is present with prob-
ability PB . The Gaussian component has the probability d
tribution p@nG#}exp(2inGi2/2). If the burst component is
randomly distributed in the vector spaceV with normalized
measureD̂@nB#, then the probability distribution for the
noise is

p@n#}e2ini2/21
PB

12PB
E D̂@nB#e2in2nBi2/2. ~1!

Suppose that the noise bursts are uniformly distributed in
vector spaceV out to a large radiusR. Such bursts will typi-
cally last the entire duration of interest (N samples! and fill
the entire frequency band. The noise distribution is appro
mately
©1999 The American Physical Society01-1
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p@n#}e2ini2/2~11eeini2/2! ~2!

for ini,R, where e.2N/2G(N/211)R2NPB /(12PB) for
largeR.

An alternative derivation of Eq.~2! is the following. Sup-
pose the noise burst is simply an additional transient sou
of Gaussian noise. Then Eq.~2! can be written as

p@n#}e2(n,Qn)/2~11«e(n,[Q2Q8]n)/2!, ~3!

where «5(detuRu/detuR8u)N/2PB /(12PB), R8 is the auto-
correlation matrix for both ambient and the burst comp
nents of Gaussian noise together, and the matrixQ8 is the
inverse ofR8. If the typical noise burst is much louder tha
the ambient Gaussian noise, thenQ2Q8'Q. Therefore, in
the case of loud Gaussian noise bursts, Eq.~3! has the same
form as Eq.~2!.

The likelihood ratio can now be computed for the tw
alternative hypotheses: that the outputh5n is noise alone
(H0), or that the outputh5Aû1n is a signalAû of ampli-
tude A embedded in noise (H1).1 The likelihood ratio
L(A)5p@huH1#/p@huH0# is the ratio of the posterior prob
ability of obtaining the observed outputh given hypothesis
H1 to the posterior probability of obtainingh given hypoth-
esisH0. One then finds that the likelihood ratio is

L~A!5
LG~A!1a

11a
~4!

where

LG~A!5eA(û,Qh)2A2/2 ~5!

and

a5eeihi2/2. ~6!

The quantityLG(A) is the likelihood ratio one would obtain
if only the Gaussian noise component were present; it
monotonically increasing function of the matched filt
(û,Qh). When a non-Gaussian noise burst component
occur, the likelihood ratio depends on an additional m
sured quantity: the magnitude of the output vector,ihi . In
addition to these functions of the detector output, the like
hood ratio also depends on the expected amplitudeA of the
signal and the proportionality factore, which encapsulates
the probability of a noise burst and the maximum possi
amplitudeR of the burst.

The quantitya plays a central role in the modified likeli
hood ratio of Eq.~4!: it acts as a detector of noise bursts, a
vetoes events that are more likely due to the burst. The lo
rithm of a is proportional to the amount of power in th
detector output. For Gaussian noise alone, the expected v

1In this paper, I consider only signals which are complet
known ~up to their amplitude!. The generalization of this case t
one in which the signals have an unknown initial phase is strai
forward: see, e.g., Ref.@7#.
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of the power is ^inGi2&5N, and, thus, ^ lna&;ln PB
2 1

2 N ln(R2/N) for largeN. Thus, forR2.N ~as was assumed
above!, the value ofa will be small. However, when a nois
burst is present, the value of lna is increased by a typica
amount; 1

2 R2, soa will typically become large. In fact,a is
the excess-power statistic for detection of arbitrary no
bursts@8,9#. For small values ofa, the likelihood ratio ap-
proaches the usual Gaussian noise likelihood ratio. Howe
for large values ofa, the likelihood ratio approaches unity

The likelihood ratio is a function of the detector outp
via the two quantitiesx5(û,Qh)5ihicosu and ihi . The
likelihood ratio also depends on the expected signal am
tudeA and the factore. Thus, the likelihood ratio is

L~A!5
eAx2A2/21ee(xsecu)2/2

11ee(xsecu)2/2
. ~7!

Figure 1 shows the likelihood ratios as functions of t
matched filter statisticx and the angleu for a given value of
e andA. Notice that the likelihood ratio is attenuated whe
the magnitude of the output,h, is much larger than the larg
est expected signal; this attenuation occurs at smaller sig
to-noise ratios for smaller absolute values of the direct
cosine cosu.

Because of the non-trivial dependence of the likeliho
ratio on the expected signal amplitude, the optimal stati
for signals of some amplitudeA will not be the same statistic
as the optimal statistic for a different amplitudeA8. This
situation is unlike the case of purely Gaussian noise,
which the likelihood ratio grows monotonically with th
matched filter output, regardless of the expected signal
plitude. Because the amplitude of a signal will not typica
be known in advance, it is useful to consider alocally opti-
mal statistic@6#, which provides the optimal performance

t-

FIG. 1. Likelihood ratio as a function of the matched filt

signal-to-noise ratiox5(û,Qh) and the direction cosine cosu

5(û,Qĥ). The model signal and noise burst both lie in anN54
dimensional vector spaceV. The model signal has an amplitudeA
55. Noise bursts occur with a probabilityPB51%; the possible
burst vectors are uniformly distributed inV out to a maximum ra-
dius R525. The thin solid line is the likelihood ratio if no nois
bursts were present (e50), while the thick dotted lines are plots o
Eq. ~7! with e5231027 ~corresponding to the above parameter!.
1-2
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the limit of small amplitude signals. The rationale behi
such a choice is that large amplitude signals pose no c
lenge for detection, so any reasonable statistic will suffice
them. The locally optimal statistic, which is defined asl

5d ln L/dAuA505(û,2“ ln p@h#), is given by

l5
x

11ee(xsecu)2/2
, ~8!

wherex5(û,Qh) is the matched filter. Notice that the lo
cally optimal statistic also incorporates a veto based on
value of a5e exp@(xsecu)2/2#. The locally optimal statistic
grows approximately linearly forx,(22 lne)1/2cosu, at
which point it is effectively cut off. This is the same gener
behavior as was seen before for the likelihood ratioL(A),
but there is no longer any scaling with a prior amplitude.

Another approach is to use a prior distributionf (A) for
the amplitude, if such a distribution is known, to construct
integrated likelihood ratioL5*L(A) f (A)dA; this inte-
grated likelihood ratio would then be the optimal statistic
detection of all potential signals. Even if the prior distrib
tion is not known, it is possible to obtain an approxima
likelihood ratio if f (A) is a slowly varying function. One can
show thatLG5*LG(A) f (A)dA' f (x)exp(x2/2). A further
approximation neglects the slowly varying function entire
one then obtainsLG'exp(x2/2). Thus,

L'
ex2/21ee(xsecu)2/2

11ee(xsecu)2/2
. ~9!

It is important to generalize the above analysis to the c
in which there are multiple detectors. Such a situation
deemed to be essential for gravitational wave searches, s
a coincident detection is an important corroboration tha
signal is of an astronomical origin rather than internal to
detector. As a simple model,2 consider two gravitationa
wave detectors with identical, but independent noise~includ-
ing possible noise bursts! that also have the same response
gravitational wave signals. If the noise was purely Gauss
the likelihood ratio for the two detectors together would
LG

AB5LG
A3LG

B , i.e., the product of the likelihood ratios fo
Gaussian noise in each separate detector. The resulting
lihood ratio is, thus, a monotonically increasing function
the sum of the matched filter values in each detect
ln LG

AB;xA1xB, wherexA5(û,QAhA) is the signal-to-noise

ratio in the first detector~A! andxB5(û,QBhB) is the signal-
to-noise ratio in the second detector~B!. If the likelihood
ratios are integrated over a slowly varying prior distributi
of possible signal amplitudes, then one finds lnLG

AB;(xA

1xB)2, which also depends on the sum of the two detecto
matched filter values.~In this case, it is important to integrat
over the distribution of amplitudesafter multiplying the two
detectors’ likelihood ratios together, since the same sig
amplitude should be present in each detector.! Thus, one

2A more general model is being considered by Finn@10#.
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would decide that a signal was present if the sum of
matched filter values in the two detectors exceeded so
threshold. An alternative strategy would decide that a sig
was present only ifeach of the matched filter values ex
ceeded some threshold, i.e., one thresholds on the qua
min(xA,xB) rather than onxA1xB.

Suppose the likelihood ratios for both detecto
LA(xA,uA) andLB(xB,uB), are given by Eq.~7!. Then, the
likelihood ratio for the combined detector is given by th
product ofLA andLB. Figure 2 shows a plot of contours o
constant likelihood ratio as a function of the two measu
signal-to-noise ratios foruA5uB50 and uA50, uB5p/6.
At low signal-to-noise ratios, the contours are approximat
lines of constantxA1xB—in this regime, the likelihood ratio
behaves like the Gaussian likelihood ratio. However,

FIG. 2. Contours of constant likelihood ratio for two detecto
A and B, measuring signal-to-noise ratiosxA andxB. The combined
likelihood ratio is the product of individual detector likelihood ra
tios, which are of the form of Eq.~7! with A55 ande5231027.
The top plot represents the case whenuA5uB50, while the bottom
plot represents the case whenuA50 anduB5p/6. Notice that the
right side~beyondxB.5) of the bottom plot is compressed com
pared to the top plot, while the left hand side of the two plots
roughly the same.
1-3
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large values of eitherxA or xB, the contours are approxi
mately lines of constant min(xA,xB).

The locally optimal two-detector statistic islAB5lA

1lB, wherelA andlB both have the form of Eq.~8!. This
statistic also depends onxA, xB, uA, anduB. As before, the
contours of constantlAB for fixed uA and uB are lines of
constantxA1xB for low signal-to-noise ratios, but are line
of constant min(xA,xB) if the signal-to-noise ratio in one o
the detectors is large.

These results somewhat justify the use of the minim
statistic min(xA,xB) when there are two detectors with ind
pendent noise operating. When one of the signal-to-no
ratios is large, but the other is moderate, the minimum
tistic will give approximately the same value as the loca
optimal statistic. In this case, the effect of thea-based veto
in the locally optimal statistic is mimicked in the minimum
statistic. The locally optimal statistic is better able to de
with the case when there are noise bursts present in
detectors, but this case occurs with probabilityPB

2 , so it
should be extremely rare. Moreover, the minimum statisti
less powerful than the locally optimal statistic for sm
signal-to-noise ratios in both detectors. In this case, the
cally optimal statistic is approximatelyxA1xB, which is the
same as the optimal statistic for Gaussian noise. Howe
the optimal statistic for Gaussian noise may be unsuitable
the noise model I have considered because the false a
probability cannot be reduced below;PB for reasonable
thresholds.~The minimum statistic suffers the same proble
but around the much lower probabilityPB

2 .!
To see the relative performance of these statistics, i

useful to consider the operational characteristics of the te
For some fixed false alarm probabilityQ0, the operational
characteristic is the detection probabilityQ1 as a function of
signal amplitude. I have computed these curves using Mo
Carlo techniques. The noise model I used corresponds to
of Eq. ~2! with burst probabilityPB51% and maximum
burst amplitudeR525. I fixed the false alarm probability to
Q051023 and I examined a vector space dimension ofN
54. Figure 3 shows the relative performances of the th
statistics in terms of the detection probability as a function
signal amplitude. One sees that the locally optimal stati
performs the best for small amplitude signals~as expected!,
but that it has poor performance for large amplitude sign
This is because the large amplitude deviations are interpr
as noise bursts and are suppressed.~If the locally optimal
statistic were used in a real search, these large events w
not be rejected outright, but would rather be subjected
further scrutiny; thus, the attenuation of the locally optim
statistic for large signal amplitudes is somewhat misleadin!
The sum of the signal-to-noise ratio, which is optimal sta
tic for Gaussian noise, is seen to have poor performance.
reason is that because the false alarm probability is m
smaller than the burst probability, the threshold required
this statistic becomes unreasonably large. However, since
false alarm probability is much higher than the burst pro
ability squared, the minimum statistic performs reasonab
well for both small and large amplitude signals.
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For larger values ofN ~i.e., for longer signals or a highe
sampling rate!, the effect of a noise burst on the signal-t
noise ratio falls off asN21/2 for a fixed amplitude noise
burst, since the burst will likely have more components
thogonal to the expected signal. Thus, asN increases, the
performance of the optimal statistic for Gaussian noise w
improve. However, for any fixedN and sufficiently large
noise bursts, the effect of the burst on the signal-to-no
ratio will eventually be important. Therefore, the qualitati
features of Fig. 3 will persist even for largeN provided that
the burst amplitude satisfiesR@N1/2.

The conclusion that can be drawn from this analysis
that search strategies based on a Gaussian noise mode
be significantly improved by considering a more realis
non-Gaussian noise model, which may contain noise bu
that occur relatively frequently. If a method can be devis
to detect these noise bursts and veto data that contai
noise burst, then the use of such a veto effectively rep
duces the locally optimal strategy for the noise model c
taining bursts. However, the necessary veto may not be
ily found, since it may not be possible to determine the no
Gaussian properties of the detector noise to suffici
accuracy. A viable alternative when two detectors are op
ating is to use a coincidence strategy of detection. Since
minimum statistic used in the coincidence strategy is a rob
statistic, one would expect that it should have good perf
mance for any realistic noise model.

I would like to thank Bruce Allen, Patrick Brady, E´ anna
Flanagan, and Kip Thorne for their many useful comme
on this paper. This work was supported by the National S
ence Foundation Grant No. PHY-9424337.

FIG. 3. The operation characteristics, which express the de
tion probability Q1 as a function of signal amplitudeA for fixed
false alarm probabilityQ051023 for three multi-detector statistics
The ‘‘sum’’ statistic adds the signal-to-noise ratios of the two d
tectors; this is the optimal statistic for purely Gaussian noise. T
‘‘min’’ statistic is simply the minimum of the two signal-to-nois
ratios. The ‘‘opt’’ statistic is the locally optimal statistic for th
noise model. The noise model has a burst probability ofPB51%, a
maximum burst amplitude ofR525, and a vector space dimensio
N54.
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